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CREATIVE DESIGNS FOR ONE-OF-A-KIND, UPCYCLED PROJECTS USING THE WORLD'S

MOST WIDELY AVAILABLE RECLAIMED WOODCrafting with Wood Pallets offers readers

innovative new projects for transforming wood pallets into all types of beautiful, useful items for the

home and garden. Packed with color photos and easy-to-follow instructions for over 25 DIY projects,

this book shows how to build, paint, and finish unique gifts, decor, and furniture, including:â€¢ Cute

jewelry organizerâ€¢ Rustic coffee tableâ€¢ Chic wine barâ€¢ Family chalkboardâ€¢ Inspiring word

artâ€¢ Handy step stool
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Becky Lamb is a builder, junker, repurposer, blogger, crafter, teacher, wife, and mother of three.

She likes to say she was weaned on decoupage glue and feels blessed to be raised by a mom who

decorated their home on a very limited budget. Becky has been crafting and creating as long as she

can remember and discovered her love for building after â€œretiringâ€• in 2000 from teaching

elementary school. Her husband patiently taught her to use power tools and she has continued to

hone and develop her skills and style. When not building, Becky enjoys spending time outdoors with

her family in her home state, Montana.

I think this book is so cute! I was a little nervous when buying it, because IÃ¢Â€Â™ve made very few



wood crafts. But the book walks you through every step, from picking the perfect pallet, to the tools

you need, to safety, and so on. My favorite crafts include command center- a message board with

places to keep important things. So fun! IÃ¢Â€Â™ve also made a Record Storage Crate for my

boyfriend. He loves it! My next goal is to try the entry table. I really love the ideas this book has, and

I canÃ¢Â€Â™t wait to do even more!

Clear directions on how to complete each project. I'm very excited about the ideas in this book as I

had not heard of this type craft. yea, I'm so grateful to be turned on to this type crafting. Can hardly

wait to get started (just as soon as my hubby feels ready to share construction on these products).

So happy to know about this. Thank you for sharing this with all of us who did not know about it.Ever

so grateful,Mrs. Bobbie Bear

For someone who lives near a grocery store pallets are definitely not hard to come by. So when I

saw this book online I thought "why not?". The book is organized very well and has a variety of

projects to choose from like creating a coffee table or my favorite the wine bar. The book is outlined

similarly like a cookbook, The tools needed are in the beginning followed by the individual steps.

However, unlike cookbooks there are corresponding pictures to the individual steps (so you know

what it's supposed to look like at each stage!). This book also embraces the rustic appearance of

pallets, so there's no reason to buy a rustic looking wine/bar cart for hundreds of dollars when you

can make one yourself.

I was honestly hooked from the Introduction. I loved the personal touch that her mom made her and

her sister things on a budget. That's the kind of mom I want to be. So much of the stress of life

comes from being uncentered in your home and I loved having all these tips at the ready to make

something truly my own (ON A BUDGET--sheesh! That's such a crucial part that stores out there

just do NOT seem to GET!). I have so many great ideas now. I am so thrilled that I just moved into a

new place because I have so many ways to make it my own now. It's like having the best elements

of pintrest on your shelf but you don't have to be at a loss for how to do it. (That's where I always

get stuck). The steps, pictures, personal anecdotes and the connection to the need for books like

this to be out there makes the experience reading it engaging and I had my notepad out taking

notes on her tips the entire time (and I even knew I was gonna keep the book and could look at it for

reference--I just wanted to have this incredibly helpful info at the ready!).Her style is JUST my style

also (so that helps me love this book and totally rave about it). Everything is just so cute and I want



my future fully-settled-family-with-kids home to look like that. It was so great to see that this could be

accessible to me on a budget, and not just a dream!

Not as many projects as would have liked. Most prohects in this book are very basic (step stool).

For beginners this would be a great book or a first year wood shop student. The photos are very

nice though.

I received this book yesterday and have already made 2 things, working on the third. I'm a newbie,

so needed step by step instructions and this told me EVERYTHING I needed to know. It'd get 5

stars if it had more items, but it's still awesome.

I would like more projects, but I guess you can brain storm from what this book shows and try other

ideas

Â This book is not a book like I thought it was going to be. Although filled with several amazing

ideas, I thought that this was going to be a larger book than what it was. I'm not 100% dissatisfied

though, there were some really cool ideas I can't wait to make!
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